
ACCESSIBILITY SPACES

GORDON T. WHYBURN1

1. Introduction. For any class 6 of sets in a topological space Y a

limit point p of a set M is accessible by Q-sets provided p is a limit

point of a C-set lying in M+p. For example, if 6 is the class of simple

arcs or continua, we have the classical type of accessibility of bound-

ary points of a region. The property of a Pi-space Y to have every

limit point of a set M accessible by closed sets in this sense was intro-

duced by the author in 1956 [16] and called property H. It was shown

that any quasi-compact (= quotient) mapping onto a range space Y

having this property is hereditarily quasi-compact ( = hereditarily

quotient [l2] = pseudo-open [2] = quasi-compact on every inverse

set). In the present paper it is shown that this same property exactly

characterizes those regular Pi-spaces as range spaces onto which all

quasi-compact mappings are hereditarily quasi-compact. In other

terms, we show that: A regular Ti-space Y has the property that each

limit point of a set in M is accessible by closed sets if and only if every

quasi-compact mapping onto Y is hereditarily quasi-compact.

A slight variation of the property yields a similar characterization

for such range spaces without the regularity condition. We also

discuss briefly some equivalences among the bewildering multitude

of related concepts and terms involving spaces and mappings of this

sort which have been introduced and studied in recent years. For

example, property K of Halfar [7], which is equivalent to the prop-

erty of being an hereditary &-space, says that each limit point of a set

M is accessible by compact sets.

A Pi-space Y will be called an accessibility space provided every

limit point p of a set M in Y is approximately accessible by closed sets,

that is, there exists a closed set C having p as a limit point and such

that all points of C in some neighborhood of p lie in M+p. In other

words, p is a limit point of C but not of C—M. It is clear that for

regular spaces this is exactly the same property H above of having

all limit points of sets accessible by closed sets and that, in any case,

it is always implied by property H. Note: The term accessibility space

as used here should not be confused with the notion of accessible space

as used by Frechet in the early development of abstract space

topology.
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1 This paper is being published posthumously. Professor Whyburn died on

September 8, 1969.
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2. Theorem. In order that a Ti-space Y be an accessibility space it

is necessary and sufficient that every quasi-compact mapping onto Y be

hereditarily quasi-compact.

Suppose first that F is an accessibility space. We have to show

that if/: X—>F is a quasi-compact mapping of a topological space X

into F, then/ is quasi-compact on every inverse set of/. To this end

let A =/_1(P), PC F, be an inverse set and suppose, contrary to our

assertion, that some inverse set A in A which is closed relative to A

has image set M which is not closed in P. Thus there exists a point

pEB — M which is a limit point of M. By the accessibility condition

there exists a closed set C such that p is a limit point of C but not of

C— M, so that the set D = c\(C— M) —p is closed and does not contain

p. Then since N is closed in A, neither of the closed sets N and f~x(D)

meets/_1(p). Accordingly

/-i(C) -f-i(p) = N-f-KC) +f-\D).

This set is therefore a closed inverse set with a nonclosed image set

C — p, contrary to quasi-compactness of/.

To prove the converse, we suppose that the Pi-space F is not an

accessibility space. Then there exists a set M in F and a limit point

p of M in F— M such that p is not a limit point of any closed set all

points of which in some neighborhood of p lie in the set M+p. In

other words, if p is a limit point of a closed set C, then it is also a limit

point of C—M. We proceed to set up a domain space X and a map-

ping /: X—>Y of X onto F which is quasi-compact but fails to be

quasi-compact on its kernel.2

The space X is a subset of the product space FX {0, 1}. The copies

in FX {0} and FX {1} of any set E in Y will be denoted by P0 and

Pi respectively. First we define N= Y—M — p, so that Y= M+N+p

«FX{0} = F0. Now Ai = AX{l} and p, = (p, l)={p}x{l} and

wedefineX = Ai+£1 + Afo+A0=(A+£)x{l}+(F-£)X{o}, where

X has the relative topology in the product space. Finally we define

the map/ from X to F by f(x, t)=x for (x, t)EX, Noting that

A1-}-^1 and (M-\-N)0 are disjoint closed sets in X, we observe

at once:

(i) /| (M+N)0 is a homeomorphism onto M+N;

(ii) /| (Ni+pi) is a homeomorphism onto N+p;

(iii) the kernel of f is M0+pi.
Thus / is a mapping of X onto F. Further, /| iMo+pi) is clearly not

2 The kernel of a mapping /: X-*Y is the set of all xE.X satisfying the relation x

=/-'/(*).
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quasi-compact because Mo is closed relative to M0-\-pi as a subset of

A but M is not closed relative to M-\-p as a subset of Y. (Simpler,

note that Mo-j-pi in A is not homeomorphic with M-\-p in F.)

Thus we have left only to show that / itself is quasi-compact. To

that end, take a closed inverse set E in A. Then by observations (i)

and (ii) it follows that/(E) is closed except possibly for p. Hence if

piEE, pEf(E) and f(E) is closed. Hence we assume pi not in E. Now

f(E-Ni) is closed in N-\-p as a subset of Y; and it does not contain p

because pi is not in E. Thus there is an open set U in Y about p not

meeting this set. This gives f(E) ■ UEM. Hence if we define C

= c\(f(E))- U, then C is closed and p is not a limit point of C—M

because C- UEM-\-p. Accordingly p is not a limit point of C and

hence also not oif(E). Thus/(P) is closed, as was to be shown.

3. Consequences. The theorem and proof just given in §2 yield the

following corollaries.

(3.1). // F is any nonaccessibility Ti-space, there exists a subset X

of the product space YX{0, l} such that the projection f of X into

Y is onto and quasi-compact but it not quasi-compact on its kernel.

It may be noted here that if Y is regular or Hausdorff so also is A.

Also / is an at most two to one mapping which is a homeomorphism

on each of two disjoint complementary closed sets in A.

(3.2). 7/ every quasi-compact mapping onto a Ti-space Y is quasi-

compact on its kernel, then every such mapping is hereditarily quasi-

compact.

Since for 1-1 mappings, quasi-compactness is the same as continu-

ity for the inverse function, we have

(3.3). In order that a Ti-space Y be an accessibility spctce it is neces-

sary and sufficient that every quasi-compact mapping into Y be a homeo-

morphism on its kernel.

4. Space properties. Some equivalences. For simplicity in this

discussion we assume all spaces are Hausdorff spaces. We consider

the following properties:

(a) k (Hurewicz): a set is closed if and only if it meets every com-

pact set C in a set which is closed in C.

(b) Frechet [2]: a point p is in the closure of a set C if and only if

some sequence in C converges to p. (Also see [9].)

(c) k' [3]: each limit point of a set Af is a limit point of the inter-

section of M with some compact set. (See also [6], [l8].)
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(d) K [7], or ki [6]: each limit point of a set is accessible by com-

pact sets.

(e) sequential [5]: a set is open if and only if each sequence con-

verging to a point of the set is eventually in the set.

(f) hereditarily k: every subset is a &-space.

(g) hereditarily k': every subset is a fe'-space.

(h) hereditarily sequential: every subset is a sequential space.

(4.1). Theorem. For Hausdorff spaces the properties (d), (f), (g),

(b) and (h), i.e., K, hereditarily k, hereditarily k', FrSchet and heredi-

tarily sequential, are all equivalent. Further, each of them implies that

the space is an accessibility space.

That (d), (f) and (g) are mutually equivalent is readily proven.

Likewise for the equivalence of (b) and (h) (see [5]). However the

remaining bridge between these two groups of properties presents

some difficulty. This has been overcome, independently, by Arhan-

gel'skii [4] who proved hereditarily k equivalent to the Frechet

property, and by Mary Ellen Rudin (her proof is given in [ll]) who

proved K equivalent to Frechet.

5. Mapping properties. Again our discussion is limited to onto

mappings with Hausdorff spaces as domain and range. Some years

ago A. H. Stone [14] pointed out equivalences between a number of

mapping properties and identical properties with different names

then in use. Since that time the terminology has grown even more

diverse.

In general it is fairly well known that the properties: Strong conti-

nuity (Alexandroff-Hopf [l]), quasi-compact (Whyburn [17]), quo-

tient (Michael [12], Hu [8], Bourbaki, and others), factor (Arhan-

gel'skii [2]), identification (Hu [8] and others), and decomposition,

are all identical.

Less known, however, is the fact that the properties: Px (McDougle

[lO]), pseudo-open (Arhangel'skii [2]), preclosed (T'ong [15]), heredi-

tarily quotient (Michael [12]), and hereditarily quasi-compact, are all

equivalent—the first three having identical definitions as do also the

last two. That the last four of these are equivalent seems generally

known (see [2] for example), but that a study of this property ap-

peared in McDougle's 1958 paper [lO] seems to have escaped notice

by several recent writers.

It may also be pointed out that the properties: P2 (McDougle

[lO]), biquotient (Michael [l2]), compact trace property (Whyburn

[19]), and compact covering property (Michael [13]), are very close
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to each other. Although they are not entirely equivalent in the most

general Hausdorff space situation they become so when the domain

or range or the mapping is somewhat restricted. Conceptually they

are much the same.
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